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Abstract: - In today's automation world, there is huge demand in road reflector studs to be fixed

in road for the purpose of safety. However, majority of the installation work to fix the stud is

done manually, to overcome the problem of manual work and decrease the operation time by

making the whole process automatic with minimum interfere of human by improving the

developed machine on the bases of stability, mechanism, and machining accuracy, overall. In

this research paper we have reviewed various recent research papers related to the efficient road

reflector stud's installation process. We have explained our work on design and fabrication of

semiautomatic road stud installation machine. At the end of the work we have suggested further

improvement that could be done to make it more effective through future scope of work.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays increase in demand of good communication between cities, large construction of road

become the necessary aspect along with safety, which is accomplished by road reflector studs,

commonly known as cat eye. [1] Road studs are retro reflective surface, helping visibility at

night. It has been reported that with the help studs, road accidents are reduced largely. To install

the cat eye on the asphalt, surface no current economic system that is being developed for

automating the installation of the reflector stud on to the road, thus manual effort is fully utilized

for it. As per present scenario in the market there is a huge amount of labor shortage problems

and road construction is one of them, were labor is must needed. Also, manual installation

process takes more time and is not efficient. To overcome the problem, aim is to design and

fabricate a semi-automated road reflector stud's installation machine. By the development of this
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system in real time there will be huge increase in productivity of road construction works and

reduces the dependability in workers of construction field. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 1)

Studying the existing machine to improve machinability and developed fully electric power

systeminstead of pneumatic. 2) Fabricating a compact and stiffer machine at economical cost. 3)

To design different components of machine. 4) Testing the model under different conditions of

speed and surfaces.

2. LITERATURE REVIEWS

[2] K.S. Hanumanth Ramji, S. Suresh, M. Samuel Nixon, S. Babari Rajan worked to design an

automatic road stud installation machine and pavement marking machine. In this system model

machine is working on four stages of stud installation process and separated pavement marking

process by the expansion of the cylinder on the head of spray. Thus, to accumulate all the

process except drilling station, they placed four working station on rotating spindle which

increases the complexity of machine and effected the overall stiffness of the machine. Thus, due

to the two types of operation which is not always required, makes machine bulky and decease the

effectiveness of portability. [3] R. Deepak Kumar, S. Pradeep, M. Navin Prasad, and S. Shankar

had worked on making the road reflector stud installation pneumatic machine. The model

machine which is developed uses the pneumatic cylinder for the stamping of the stud on road

surface and also for the glue pouring process for stud fixing. While, the cleaning of the hole is

done by the pneumatic jet. Thus, there is the requirement of the air compressor of 10 to 15 bar

pressure capacity, which is placed in machine structure or external supply is needed, so it

becomes lack of convenient to use as a portable installation machine. [4] Vishvajit Sudhakar

Phake, Aditya Prabhakar, Rushikash Sonawane, Akshay Hari, worked to design and

development of intelligent braking system with the help of ratchet and pawl mechanism. In this

system ratchet and pawl mechanism is used to restrict backward motion of the vehicle at slope by

just fixing ratchet on wheel axial and pawl with frame with respect to front wheel. Thus, as per

above work they are successful to handle the huge weight by simple ratchet and pawl mechanism,

which can be successfully used in our model by replacing ratchet with rack to eliminate

backward motion of drill during drill hole and can be reposition by just detaching it from rack,

Hence this mechanism is effective and economical to use, where good strength is required to

handle back pressure of concrete drill machine.
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[5] The surface roughness plays important role in the drilling operation for the selection of the

components. The surface roughness increases by increase of cutting speed and feed rate and by

same rate of cutting parameter with increase in point angle, surface roughness decreases (Erol

Kilickap et al 2010). [6] The forward feed rate is also responsible for the surface roughness

with spindle speed and drill diameter of the drilling machine. By using the lower tool diameter,

decreases the surface roughness value and by bigger diameter it increases the roughness value

because it cut more material with large chip. The diameter accuracy of the hole to be drill as per

the requirement, it will vary from actual drill diameter. The hole diameter accuracy is important

factor, when product is to be manufactured have to work in a precise manner or when a small

part is to drill, where micro mm difference matters. However, the feed rate is most important

factor for the hole diameter accuracy other than any cutting parameters. (Mustafa Kurt et al

2009).

ADVANTAGES

It increases the productivity of work.

It is Semi-Automatic; thus, it reduces human efforts.

By implementing the machine in road construction industry, it reduces cost of labour.

Better accuracy and cleanliness of operation.

Reduces the workers fatigue by making simple to operate.

Enough storage for raw materials, which eliminate a large amount of material handling.
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2. COMPONENTS OF MACHINE
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Frame Dimensions:
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Fig-1: Frame of the machine

Fig-2: Isometric view of machine
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3. RESULT COMPARISON

4. CONCLUSION

Through this work, we can conclude that changing the structural design and mechanism (i.e.

aiding Rack and Pawl mechanism and doing other considerable changes) has improved the

functional outcome from the machine and it became semiautomatic. Since all four processes

(drilling, glue pouring, stud placing and stud punching/ pressing) are being performed on a single

machine so a single user can operate the machine in cost effective way.
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